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t i ) r i n ~ l  ofiict. holdt.rs. 
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Liberalism 

respect the field showed commonality with other social sciences which had 
sitnilarly sought to distinguish the wood from the trees and the trees from the 
forest. In the two references cited Singer varied between a micro/macro 
dichotomy and the individual/*state/systeni evinced by Waltz. 

Over subsequent years the value of explicit and prompt recognition of 
the operational level of analysis was generally recognized by scholars. I t  was 
testimony to their efficacy that they became good habits rather than self- 
conscious decisions. The fields of >conflict research and >integration studies 
can be exemplified in this regard. The publication twenty years after the volunie 
on war of a systems analysis of IR by Waltz (ry79) resuscitated the issue of 
levels since the ensuing debate between Waltz and his critics over wneorealism 
implicitly raised these matters. Waltz was seen to have struck out in favour of 
the ,macropolitical level in this highly influential study, although his preferences 
in this regard had been well flagged up two decades earlier. 

Recently Buzan (1995) has sought to review and reconstitute the discussion 
on levels by in effect suggesting that the term has two meanings: one is the 
aforenientioned idea of units. Here Buzan suggests five: system, subsystem, 
unit, bureaucracy, individual. The other meaning is as rources of explanation. 
Here Buzan suggests three levels: structure, process and interaction capacity. 
In effect Buzan wants to talk about hon’zonral and vertical levels corresponding 
to units of analysis and sources of explanation. Whcther Buzan’s excursion into 
what he terms ‘intellectual history’ has clarified or muddied the waters remains 
to be seen. As with the original distinction of Singer’s custom and practice 
within the discipline will be the ultimate judge. *Agent-structure 

Liberalism The liberal tradition in international affairs can be traced back at 
least as far as John Locke (1632- 1704) but it is in the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries that liberalism has had its most enduring impact. Indeed, the develop- 
ment of modem winternational relations would be incomprehensible without 
an appreciation of the part played by the liberal approach. For example, the 
role of Winternational organizations such as the >League of Nations and the 
PUnited Nations can be directly attributed to the liberal quest for the elimination 
. of the international ,anarchy and the inauguration of the rule of law. It could 
be argued that the success of liberalism in the twentieth century is due to the 
influence in world politics of its most powerful proponent, the United States, 
but this would be to deny one of the basic tenets of its belief system - the idea 

q. that progress is inevitable and that the >realist responses to the question of 
,world order are atavistic and inherently dangerous. 

The liberal theory ofinternational relations contains a number ofpropositions, 
most of which derive from the ,domestic analogy concerning the relationship 
between individuals within the state. Aniong the most important are the 
following: 
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I ,peace can best be secured through the spread of democratic institutions on 
a world-wide basis Governments, not people, cause ,wars ,Democracy is 
the highest expression of the will of the people, therefore democracies are 
inherently more pacific than other political systems An ,international system ~ 

composed ofdemocratic ,states would, in consequence, lead to a condition of 
perpetual peace, where ,conflict and war would disappear This is self-evident 
and based on reason Best known proponents of this view are Kant and 
Woodrow Wilson, both ofwhom believed that the solution to the problems 
ofworld order and secunty lay in the spread of the democratic ideal In this 
connection ‘consent’ is the only legtimate grounds for government, therefore 

in the last resort is the safeguard of peace 

would encourage w-errdencc and demonstrate conclusively that ‘war 
does not pay’ (Angell, 1910). 

3 If disputes continue to occur, these would be settled by established judicid 
procedures, since the rule of law is JpSt as iapphcable to states as it &to 
iE&viduals An i n t e m a 5 ~ ~ ~ g a T  ,regme based on common voluntary 
m x z p  ofintemational organizations would begm to fulfil the functions 
of a legslature, executive and judiciary, while still preserving the freedom 

e- 

rather than an individual one 
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house.’ The non-interventionists, on the other hand, believe that a liberal 
*world order is implicit in history and that the virtues of liberalism itself 
would spread without any active prodding by its adherents. Nineteenth-century 
American t radi t iwof , i sola t io$tm were often expressed in these terms; the 
n i t i c s  of the New World would, by dint of its own obvious superiority, 
sweep all before it. However, the emergence in the twentieth century of two 
powerf~il anti-liberal ideologes, ,fascism and ,communism have rendered the 
non-interventionist stance somewhat anachronistic. Since the Second World 
War and the defeat of fascism, the liberal stand has been taken on the ground 
of ,containment which argues that the future of liberal deniocracy rests on its 
ability first, to $top the spread of communism and second, to eliminate it 
altogether. Containment, can thus be seen as a compromise between inter- 
ventionism a a r v e n t i o n i s m ,  but it is as well to stress that liberzini, 
w=tive o = m % t t l e f i e I d  or in the market place, envisages 
the eventual defeat of the force of illiberalism in whatever garb it decks itself. 
It is this self-righteousness and spirit of moral omnipotence that is one of the 

!* weaknesses of contemporary liberalism, as it all too easily leads to policies of 
sustaining the ,status quo almost a t  any cost. US foreign policy, in particular, 
has come under repeated criticism for supporting regimes with appalling records 
on ,human rights on the sole grounds that these regimes were anti-communist. 
Nevertheless, the ‘victory’ of the liberal democratic ideal in the Cold War has 
led many to believe that, for the foreseeable future at least, this now is the only 
game in town. The triumphalism that greeted what Francis Fukuyama called 
‘the end of history’ is testimony to this. 

The dark side of liberalism is its chronic inability to come to terms with the 
use of >force for particular and specific ends. ,Realists have never been slow 
to point this out. The brighter side is that it honestly and self-consciously 
intends to work for a brave new world where human rights and the well being 
of individuals are given a higher priority than state’s rights and the narrower 
conceptions of ,national interest which characterize the more traditional 
approaches. Whether this is regarded as unduly idealistic and utopian depends 
upon one’s own general, political orientation. *Democratic peace theory; 
economic liberalism; neoliberalism 

Liberation theology A branch of Christian theology which emphasizes the 
important role that the Church can play in the achievement of social justice 
and ameliorating the conditions of the poor and oppressed. Employing a 
,Marxist or socialist view of social, economic and political conditions, it calls 
for activist ,intervention on the part of the clergy in the struggle against 
exploitation both from internal and external sources. It has had a profound 
impact on ,Third World politics generally, but it is in Latin America that it 
has achieved its greatest political impact. At a conference of Roman Catholic 
bishops of Latin America at Medellin in Colombia in 1968 there was near- 
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relations. However, it is a comparatively recent phenomenon. It developed in 
Europe between the sixteenth and nineteenth centuries after the collapse of 
the Holy Roman Empire and the emergence of the centralized ,state claiming 
exclusive and monopolistic ,authority within a defined territorial area. Absolute 
political power within the community and ,independence outside it are charac- 
teristic features. With the emergence of a number of such political formations 
the modern framework of international relations began to take shape, that is, 
separate political units interacting within a context where no final arbiter or 
authority is recognized or indeed present. Historically, the fusion of ‘nation’ 
and ‘state’ post-dated the process of political centralization and it was the 
nineteenth century that witnessed the dovetailing of political organizations 
with a political social grouping which constituted the ‘nation’. The people 
comprising the nation became the ultimate source of the state’s ,legtimacy 
and the national idea itself became the natural repository of, and focus for, 
political loyalty. Thus, it was during this period that the coincidence of the 
,boundaries of state ,jurisdiction and the characteristic elements that made up 
‘nationhood’ tookplace. In the twentieth century this process became a universal 
one, though it should be noted that nations can exist without states and that 
states are not always composed of ethnically homogeneous social, cultural or 
linguistic groups. The nation-state, which is commonly regarded as the ‘ideal’ 
or ‘normal’ political unit, is in fact a particular form of territorial state - others 
are ,city-states and empires - and many commentators regard it as a disruptive 
force in the modern world. In particular, its obsessive emphasis on ,nationalism, 
on ,sovereignty and on rraison d’ktat has tended to mitigate against the develop- 
ment ofa cohesive and pacific international community. The twentieth century 
has witnessed what appears to be a growing trend towards ,supranational forms 
of political organization, especially on a ,regional basis, yet the nation-state is 
still a potent force in international relations. However, its detractors have argued 
that although it may have been the most effective political formation in terms 
of providing economic well being, physical security and national identity, there 
is no guarantee that this will continue. After all, the nation-state is an artificial, 
not a natural, construct and it may well be that despite its near-universality, it 
may already be something of an anachronism. However, some post-Cold War 
developments, especially secessionism and ethnic cleansing, may indicate a 
resurgence and malign refinement of the idea, as events in Somalia, Rwanda 
and Bosnia indicate. *Nation; ethno-nationalism 

National interest Used generally in two senses in IR: as an analytical tool 
identifying the goals or objectives of ,foreign policy and as an all-embracing 
concept ofpolitical discourse used specifically to justify particular policy prefer- 
ences. In both senses it refers to the basic determinants that guide ,state policy 
in relation to the external environment. It applies only to sovereign states 
and relates specifically to foreign policy: the internal variety usually being 
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I characterized as ‘the public interest’. According to Charles Beard (1934). the 
first scholar to produce a sustained analysis, the term entered the political 
lexicon in sixteenth century Europe and began to replace the older notion 
of 2-raison &&at in harness with the development of the ,nation-state and 
*nationalism. It expressed no particular dynastic or state-familial interests but 
the interests of the society as a whole and as such was linked with the idea of 
popular ,sovereignty and the ,legitimacy of the state. Thereafter it came to 
represent the entire rationale for the exercise of state ,power in tinternational 
relations. 

As an instrument of political analysis it is particularly associated with the 
school ofpolitical trealism and its most influential advocate was Hans Morgen- 
thau (195 I), for whom the concept was ofcentral importance in undemanding 
the process of international politics. Morgenthau’s thesis that the acquisition 
and use of power is the primary national interest of a state had a profound effect 
on a generation of scholars in the 1950s and 1960s and consequently on the 
development ofthe discipline as a whole. For Morgenthau, the idea ofnational 
interest defined in ternis of power as the central motif of state behaviour had 
an objective and therefore discoverable reality. However, his emphasis on 
military and economic dimensions to the virtual exclusion of other factors 
(especially the notion that principles or moral values could play a dominant 
part in formulating policy) led to a reappraisal of the concept and a rejection 
of the presumption that it was synonymous with the pursuit of power. Since 
then the idea of the national interest as the key to foreign policy analysis has 
largely been superseded ,decision-malung theorists in particular argued that 
far &om having objective reality the interests that guide foreign policy are more 
likely to be a diverse, ,pluralistic set of subjective preferences that change 
periodically both in response to the domestic political process itself and in 
response to shifts in the international environment. The national interest 
therefore is more likely to be what the policy-makers say it is at any particular 
time. Its value in ,analysis has been further eroded by the move away from 
state-centrism and the strategc-diplomatic milieu and the emergence of 
models of,complex interdependence and ,world society. The term has conse- 
quently been largely ignored in recent literature on ,international relations. 
Indeed, in much contemporary theory it is the ‘sin that dare not speak its name’ 
because of its symbiotic relationship with ,realpolitik and political realism. 

In essence, at the root of the idea of the national interest is the principle of 
national security and survival. The defence ofthe homeland and the preservation 
ofterritorial integrity is basic to it. I t  is presumed that all other policy preferences 
are subordinate to this one. The term ‘vital interest’ is often used in this 
connection, the implication being that the issue at  stake is so fundamental to 
the well being of the state that it cannot be compromised and so may result in 
the use of military force to sustain it. However, vital interests may not relate 
solely to questions of national survival. The ,Vietnam War, for example, was 
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regarded, at least by some administrations, as involving a vital interest of the 
United States yet at no time was the territorial homeland threatened. Other 
considerations involved in the concept which are equally ifnot more value-laden 
are the ideas associated with economic well-being, the promotion ofideological 
principles and the establishment of a favourable ,world order or ,balance. All 
these, either singly or in combination, could be regarded as vital depending 
(among other things) on the dominant perceptions of the decision-makers at 
the time. Attempts have been made to develop models or matrices of the 
varying levels of intensity an interest may be expected to generate (eg is it a 
‘survival’ issue, a ‘vital’ issue, a ‘major’ issue or a ‘peripheral’ issue?) but these 
have floundered on the bedrock ofsubjectivism. One ,actor’s peripheral interest 
may well be a matter of survival to another. In sum, the concept does highlight 
important factors in foreign policy analysis and continues to be used in political 
discourse, but its value as a research tool is extremely limited. *Goal 

Nationalism This term is used in two related senses, first, to identify an 
,ideology and secondly, to describe a sentiment. In the first usage, nationalism 
seeks to identify a behavioural entity - the ‘tnation’ - and thereafter to pursue 
certain political and cultural ,goals on behalf of it. Pre-eminent among these 
will be national ,self-determination. This may be empirically defined in a 
number of ways, ,irredentism, pindependence, ,secession are all goals that 
may be sought under its rubric. In its second usage, nationalism is a sentiment 
of loyalty towards the nation which is shared by people. Elements of cohesion 
are provided by such factors as language, rreligon, shared historical experience, 
physical contiguity and so on. In the last resort such bonds must be integrated 
into a perceptual framework which subjectively defines a group of people as 
different from their neighbours and similar to each other. Empirical instances 
continually show that it is perfectly possible to create such a sense of national 
identity in the absence of some of the above factors. In short, it is difficult to 
stipulate convincingly that there is any cohesive factor that is necessary or 
sufficient for the creation of such sentiments. 

The ideological origins of nationalism are to be found in the political history 
of Western Europe after the collapse of feudalism. It first became manifest 
during the French ,Revolution and thereafter the nineteenth century saw it 
reach its zenith in Europe. The Italian Risorgmento was perhaps the precursor 
of the twentieth century phenomenon of nationalism as a resistance movement 
against foreign domination. In general, intellectual opinion in the nineteenth 
century was inclined towards the view that the nation represented a ‘natural’ 
bond amongst humans and that, accordingly, nations should form the basis for 
>states. This fusion of the nation and the state into the ,nation-state idea 
became such an influential factor that it gave rise to a whole category ofrelations 
- ,international relations - and a complete perspective on activities - that of 
>state-centrism. 
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Agreements are most usually reached through compromise if negotiations 
are not to break down. In order to compromise parties agree to a partial 
withdrawal from their initial positions. This withdrawal need not be symmetrical 
and it is not infrequent that one side will appear to submit to demands made 
of it without seeking an adequate quid pro quo. The essential point about 
compromise, as Kenneth Boulding has pointed out, is that all parties must 
appreciate that the price ofcontinued conflict is higher than the costs ofreducing 
demands. Compromise is, in fact, a two-step process, the first being that all 
sides withdraw some of their demands in preference for a continuation of the 
status quo and, having made this move, the bargaining for the actual terms ofthe 
compromise can take place. These two stages can be termed ‘the commitment to 
compromise’ and the ‘compromise bargain’, respectively. 

The physical environment against which negotiations take place can be 
significant. Under this rubric such factors as the venue, the number of parties 
and the degree of secrecy or openness can be significant. The choice of venue 
will often be dominated by considerations of ,neutrality. Other considerations 
may be good access to communications and the nature of the issues to be 
negotiated. ,Bilateral negotiations are, for obvious reasons, more manageable 
but run the risk that by excluding third parties, important interests will not be 
consulted and will therefore not feel constrained to support any agreement. 
Conversely ,multilateral negotiations are more unwieldy but have the advan- 
tage of allowing all parties to be represented. The debate between open and 
secret negotiations is an old problem about which strong views were held by 
both ,idealists and ,realists. The dichotomy is empirically overdone. No 
contemporary negotiation is completely open or secret. In this respect the 
open/secret categories mark the ends of a continuum between which actual 
negotiations can be ranged. Factors that are likely to affect the movement 
towards one end or the other will include: the level of amity/enmity between 
the parties, the reasons for the negotiations and the perceived need for public 
support during the process itself. The C O D E S A  negotiations whch  resulted 
in the successful 1994 multi-party elections in South Africa exemplified virtually 
all the conditions mentioned above. 

Neo-colonialism ,Colonialism 

Neo-functionalism An academic theory of ,integration orignally suggested 
by Haas (1958) as a result of his work on the European Coal and Steel 
Community. As the term implies, neo-,functionalism is a modem variant of 
functionalism. Both theories are based upon the view that integration proceeds 
best by workmg from areas of mutual and overlapping interest in a piecemeal 
fashion. This is often referred to in the literature as the ‘sector approach’. Both 
theories assume that these sectors will in all probability be located in the ,issue 
area of political economy. Both theories assume that people’s loyalties to their 
existing mation-states will be steadily eroded as they see that integration has 
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in ,globalist, internationalist terms. The end of the ,Cold War in particular 
should suggest that permanence is a vice and flexibility a virtue. America’s 
engagement with the world outside its own hemisphere should be selective 
and dictated by national priorities above all else. ‘Pactomania’ is a Cold War 
syndrome which America no longer needs. Writers like Carpenter (1992) have 
argued for America to make a strategc declaration of independence in the post 
Cold War world, whilst Tonelson et a1 (1991) have combined neo-isolationism 
with neo-mercantilism to pick up on themes discussed in Kennedy (1988) 
about the economic costs of a global security policy. ,Liberalism has joined 
forces with realism in the neo-isola6onist paradigm. Picking up on themes that 
are deeply embedded in American exceptionalism the liberal neo-isolationist 
sees America’s involvement in ‘entangling’ security commitments as a means 
whereby the United States was inexorably drawn into fighting others battles 
on terms which compromised the role of being an exemplar nations for others 
to follow. The antiwar movement during Vietnam and the ,Vietnam Syndrome 
thereafter are organizational and ideational indicators of the extent to which 
foreign involvenients produce domestic costs. The thesis of the Imperial Presi- 
dency (Schlesinger 1974) is a salutary warning of the impact that foreign 
entanglements have upon the balance of the American constitution. 

As McGrew has pointed out (1994) neo-isolationism involves an ad hor 
approach to military engagements and a new concern with economic and social 
regeneration inside America. In this sense the Neo-Isolationist paradigm rejects 
Cold War triuniphalism in favour of a more sober assessment of the winners 
and losers in the Cold War. ,Public opinion studies seem to confirm a strong 
latent sense of isolationism amongst mass publics in the United States which 
confirms the enduring impact of this orientation upon American ,diplomacy. 

Neoliberalism Sometimes referred to as ‘neoliberal institutionalism.’ This 
term distinguishes neoliberalism from earlier varieties of ,liberalism such as 
‘commercial’ liberalism (theories which link >free trade with ,peace), ‘republi- 
can’ liberalism (theories linking democracy and peace) and ‘sociological’ liberal- 
ism (theories of international integration). Neoliberalism which is inclusive of 
all the above is generally understood to be the most comprehensive theoretical 
challenge to the ,realist/neorealist orthodoxy in mainstream international 
theory (see Baldwin 1993). 

The principal charge levelled against political realism is its obsession with 
the pwar/peace, and rnilitary/&plomatic dimensions of international relations 
and its fixation on the ,nation-state as key ,actor. While not denying the 
,anarchic character ofthe international system, neoliberals argue that its impor- 
tance and effect has been exaggerated and moreover that realists/neorealists 
underestimate the varieties of cooperative behaviour possible within such a 
decentralized system. Concentration on the tsecurity dilemma they argue, 
severely limits the ,scope and ,domain of ,international relations and renders 
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of production and efficiency of price. At the same time it provides stocks of 
surplus food which can be distributed in the form of economic ,aid for political 
purposes. 

I t  should not be thought that the European Union is the only standard-bearer 
of neo-mercantilism in the present system. One  of the characteristics of this 
type ofpolitical economy is that it provokes retaliation, tit-for-tat measures and 
even trade wars. From the perspective ofthe economic liberal, neo-mercantilism 
becomes a bad habit which others quickly learn to emulate. 

Neorealism Sometimes called ‘new’ or structural ,realism, this theoretical 
perspective is associated with the writings of K. N. Waltz, especially his 
influential rlleory ofhternational Politics (1979, see especially chs. 5-6). While 
retaining many of the basic features of ‘classical’ realism (e.g. ,states as key 
rational unitary ,actors and ,power as a central analytical concept), neorealism 
directs attention to the structural characteristics of an international system of 
states rather than to its component units. The concept of ‘structure’ here refers 
to the ‘ordering’ or the ‘arrangement’ of the parts of a system, and in Waltz’s 
formulation it is the structural constraints of the global system itself, rather than 
the attributions ofparticular component units, that to a large extent explain state 
behaviour and affect international outcomes. In Waltz’s words: ‘By depicting an 
international political system as a whole, with structural and unit levels at once 
distinct and connected, neorealism establishes the autonomy of international 
politics and thus makes theory about it possible. Neorealism develops the 
concept of a system’s structure which at once bounds the domain that students 
of international politics deal with and enables them to see how the structure 
of the system, and variations in it, affect the interacting units and the outcome 
they produce. International structure emerges fiom the interaction ofstates and 
then constrains them from taking certain actions while propelling them toward 
others’ (Waltz, 1990). 

In other words, it is ‘structure’ that shapes and constrains the political 
relationships of the component units. The system is still anarchical, and the 
units are still deemed to be autonomous, but attention to the structural ,level 
of analysis enables a more dynamic and less restrictive picture of international 
political behaviour to emerge. Traditional realism, by concentrating on  the 
units and their functionalattributes, is unable to account for changesin behaviour 
or in the distribution of power which occur independently of fluctuations 
within the units themselves. Neorealism, on the other hand, explains how 
structures affect behaviour and outcomes regardless of characteristics attributed 
to power and status. 

Waltz argued that the international system functions like a market which is 
‘interposed between the economic actors and the results they produce. It 
conditions their calculations, their behaviour and their interactions’ (pp. 90- 
91). Not all neorealists accept his image ofthe market as the primary force field 
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of international relations, but all accept the basic propositions regarding the 

i perceptions. Waltz’s reworking of 
political realism has attracted much critical attention, especially from ,neoliber- 
als and, in a more dismissive fashion, from ,critical theorists and rpostmoder- 
nists, but few would deny that Theory of International Politics is the most 
sophisticated defence of realism and the theory of ,balance of ,power in 
contemporary international theory. (,Agent-structure) 

Nesting Term associated with ,neoliberalism which argues that advanced 
democracies share a cluster of common interests and therefore are well placed 
to seek ‘absolute’ rather than ‘relative’ gains, since their economic arrangements 
are ‘nested’ in larger political - strategic ,alliances. ‘Nesting’ thus promotes 
cooperation and compliance since allies take comfort in each others’ economic 
successes as this strengthens their combined military ,capability. This contrasts 
with the realist view that states can never be indfferent to the gains of others: 
in cooperative arrangements they will always worry that their partners might 
gain more than they do. Theories ofnesting are thus located in the ,neorealist/ 
neoliberal debate about the nature and consequences oftanarchy (see Keohane 
1984) 

Neutralism Increasingly replaced in the vocabulary of I R  by the term ,non- 
alignment, neutralism refers to a declaration of non-participation in specific 
conflicts and oftreating all parties impartially. Such a policy need not necessarily 
apply to all international conflicts since neutrals can belong to wregonal talli- 
ances; it is therefore possible to be neutral v i s -24s  a particular conflict and an 
active participant in another one. India, for example, declared itself neutral in 
the ,Cold War yet maintained strong regional commitments. Neutralism is 
often regarded as a useful posture to serve the security interests of new and 
relatively weak ,states in the ,international system. Not taking sides may 
maximize the possibilities of genuine ,independence in a *bipolar world. It 
may also serve an important domestic function in that ,decision-making ,elites 
can avoid the charge that they are tools of one international faction or another 
and of course it also has the advantage of giving freedom of action and flexibility 
to the practising state. Indeed, one of the benefits of noncommitment during 
the Cold War was that it helped to undermine r igd bipolarity and force the 
,superpowers to widen the s c o p e  of their policies. In particular, economic, 
social and developmental issues have been highlighted at the expense ofnarrower 
confrontational policies. This has been especially evident in the ,General 
Assembly of the ,United Nations Organization. 

Neutralism should not be confused with ,neutrality which has a specific 
legal connotation nor should it be confused with ,isolationism which, nominally 
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This ‘two-state’ position was legitimized in September 1993 in the Israeli- 
Palestine Declaration of Principles. This D O P  agreement in effect ,imple- 
mented the ‘land-for-peace’ formula by a phased Israeli withdrawal from the 
Gaza and selected areas of the West bank in return for Palestinian recognition 
of Israel. Following the initial withdrawal from Gaza and Jericho in June 1994 
the Palestinian authority (PA) was created to administer these territories. 
Although Israeli political ,leaders have eschewed the use of the term ‘State’ to 
identie the lands under P A  ,autonomy, wdefucto this is now the position. The 
major issues identified in the D O P  but still unresolved include the status of 
Jewish settlements in areas outside the 1948 borders and the status ofJerusalem. 
Israeli/P A relations continue to be fraught with destabilizing possibilities par- 
ticularly over the vexed question of ,security. At the same time these relations 
have become caught up with domestic party politics in Israel and with radical 
Islam. ,Hawks can be found on both sides setting the parameters for the 
main protagonists to operate within. The DOP and its subsequent hesitant 
implementation exemplifies ,conflict settlement rather than ,conflict res- 
olution. 

It is clear that the achievements ofthe P L O  have been realized at some cost, 
both personally and diplomatically. In effect the D O P  agreement means that 
the leading representatives of the Palestinian Diaspora now accept the partition 
of the former mandate territory of Palestine - a solution proposed by the U N  
in 1947 and rejected by the Arab side at the time. The PA enjoys considerable 
autonomy even within the existing parameters. This authority has not always 
been exercised wisely since 1994. Indeed Arafat has been variously accused of 
authoritarianism within the P A  and cronyism within the leadership. On the 
Israeli side the need is still evident for that state’s leaders and its ,public opinion 
to recognize that eventual Palestinian statehood is highly probable. 

Pluralism This term is used in two senses in winternational relations. First, as 
a perspective on the structure of the system. Here pluralism may be taken as a 
portmanteau term covering all those who reject the assumptions of ,state- 
centrism in preference for some kmd ofwmixed actor model. Second, pluralism 
is derived from political sociology where it is used to identify political systems 
where power is shared among a plurality of competing parties and interest 
groups. Pluralism is thus a theory both of inter-state and intra-state politics. 

Pluralism in the first sense argues that the assumptions of the traditional 
state-centred view of world politics were derived from a period when the level 
of interconnectedness between ,states was significantly lower than at present. 
Pluralists argue that there has been a massive erosion in the inipermeability of 
the state during the twentieth century in a number ofdlrections. This erosion is 
explained in the pluralist literature by reference to the idea oftinterdependence, 
particularly in the *issue area of economic relations. Pluralists indeed believe 
that certain economic goals - often bundled together as ‘wealth/welfare issues’ 
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- can only be realized by states becoming more collaborative with other state 
and non-state ,actors. Thus the state is seen as more integrated into the global 
system by pluralists than by ,realists. Because the system is one of mixed 
actors, the defining characteristic of the actor becomes tautononiy rather than 
,sovereignty. The plurahsts argue that actors such as the IMF or the P L O  
can be said to enjoy a measure of autonomy and should therefore be included 
in any model of world politics. For pluralism the concept of actor is relative: 
it cannot be fixed by some legal principle such as sovereignty; rather, it depends 
upon the context of the issue area. Pluralists also hold that the billiard ball 
metaphor g m i s t o r t e d  picture ofintrastate politics. Black-boxing or reifying 
the state misrepresents the domestic political process. Because pluralism is also 
a theory of how domestic politics works - at least in those systems which are 
pluralist - then holding to this perspective produces a rather different picture 
of ,policy-making as well as ,macropolitics In particular, pluralists are far 
more willing to build the bureaucratic and organizational context of the policy 
system into their modelling and, conversely, to abandon or modify ideas about 
,rationality. 

The growth and development ofethnic self-consciousness and the emergence 
of subnational and ,transnational interests associated with the same have, 
according to the pluralists, had important implications for the idea of the 
*nation-state as the typical actor in macropolitics. Any idea that there is a neat 
and tidy fit between the state and the nation must be revised in the light of 
widespread evidence of *ethnic nationalism as a centrifugal force working in 
many states against state-centred *nationalism. Some conception of the ethnic 
diversity of many states can be demonstrated by an examination of language 
as a variable. O n  this criteria only a sniall minority of states are ethnically 
homogeneous. If  loyalty to and identify with the state, through the instrument 
of nationalism, is not guaranteed in the present system then, at minimum, the 
billiard ball model needs revision, if not abandonment. 

Pluralists argue that many problems in macropolitics, such as combating 
,pollution or ,proliferation, cannot be resolved by states taking a narrow, 
self-centred view. If these problem-solving tasks are so approached the result 
will be self-defeating. Instead states must recognize a conmon  interest and 
engage in cooperation, ,harmonization and even sectoral ,integration in order 
to produce positive-sum solutions. States may engage in institution-building 
which will further erode their autonomy. ,Liberalism; neoliberalism 

Plutonium An artificially created fissile material. Plutonium was discovered 
in 1941 when it was produced by bombarding ,uranium 238 with neutrons. 
Plutonium 239, as it is known, is a fissile material like uranium 2 3 5 ,  but unlike 
the latter its production i s  easier and cheaper. This facility has undoubtedly 
contributed to the ,proliferation of nuclear weapons since 1945. 

Polarity A concept used in ,systems analysis, polarity implies that within a 
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Postmodernism 

Since the modern era and the advent ofrapid population growth, intellectual 
opinion has tended to take a globalist position and see unrestrained growth as 
deleterious. This tradition was first enunciated in the writings of Thomas 
Malthus, the nineteenth-century thinker who was the father of intellectual 
pessimism about population growth and resources. His basic tenet was that 
population will tend to outstrip the means of sustaining it. Stabilization might 
be achieved by positive restraint, but it is more likely that population stability 
will be restored by the negative checks of famine, pestilence and war. Such is 
the impact of Malthusian tendency statements that in the twentieth century 
climate of opinion pessimism still tends to pervade thinking about population 
trends. Thus the first ,Brandt report spoke of a ‘vicious circle’ between high 
birth rates and poverty in the Third World. Malthus is now, however, presented 
with a humanized face. Population management is the twentieth-century 
extension ofMalthusian ‘positive’ checks. There is no gainsaying the point that 
since 1950 the ,South has experienced a population explosion. Infant mortality 
rates in these regons feu by halfbetween 1950 and 1980. Famine and malnutri- 
tion are more likely to be caused by political mismanagement and the fau-out 
&om war than by some kind of Malthusian inevitability. Paradoxically popu- 
lation management has been least successful where it is needed most - in the 
,Fourth World. Lack of resources and conservative cultural traditions again 
emphasize that population dynamics are not easy to control or manage. 
*Resource war 

Postmodernism (,Critical Theory) 

Power Power is one of the essentially contested concepts in the study of 
rimernational relations. Unfortunately its usage in the past and at the present 
often betrays ambivalence and confusion. As a term it has affinities with 
,coercion, ,influence and so on. It has been described by one author as a 
portmanteau concept and accordingly it is difficult, if not impossible to define 
with any precision. Rather it is seen as a something covering a range of 
eventualities from the ,force/coercion mode to the influence/,authority mode. 
Baldwin (1979) has argued that greater clarity and precision had been achieved 
in recent years by regarding power as a causal concept. McClelland (1966) saw 
fresh hope in the possibility ofborrowing from the community power literature. 
Unfortunately, political sociologsts are not in any more agreement among 
themselves than any other discipline about power, as Waste (1986) has shown. 

The power tradition in international relations, at least, is now indelibly 
associated with the realist tradition and the writings of Morgenthau (1948). 
,realism is covered elsewhere but two points should be noted in passing. 
First, Morgenthau defines power in the broadest possible terms. This catch-all 
approach is definitely de rigeur today. Second, Morgenthau was not without his 
critics within the realist tradition and that, accordingly, his qualification to be 
their spokesperson should not go unchallenged. Much of the realist discussion 
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Power politics 

out’ in the face of threats and/or bribes. Moreover, threats cost more if they 
fail while rewards cost more if they succeed. A threat that fails to produce 
compliance has to be carried out in order to maintain ,credibility. A reward 
that succeeds has to be carried through for the same reason. It can be seen, 
then, that positive and negative sanctions do no work in the same way or 
within the same psychological framework. On this latter point ,perceptions 
play an important role in determining how a target actor will respond. Rewards 
can be seen as punitive in certain circumstances. A state which has been receiving 
foreign ,aid can see a sudden suspension or reduction in its aid quota as a 
punishment if the cessation is linked to demands for compliant behaviour. 

Power relations exist over time and perceptions of the past can influence 
reactions in the present or anticipation for the future. Moreover this mixing 
of past, present and future will be multidimensional. Actors will generalize 
about experiences with each other and with third parties in a form of ‘learning 
theory’. The UK reaction to the proposed ,economic sanctions against Papar- 
theid was not solely a desire to protect vested interests. Following their perceived 
and controversial failure over Rhodesian UD I ,  sanctions were seen by some 
received opinion as being slow working and misdirected. US anguish during 
the >Vietnam ,intervention was in part explicable in terms of their failure to 
be seen to be securing any oftheir objectives but also in terms oftheir perception 
that failure would adversely affect their ‘standing’ as a loyal and trustworthy 
ally. In both these examples it would seem that generalizations about power in 
one relationship can, as it were, ‘cross over’ into other relationships. wStructural 
Power 

Power politics ,Realism 

Pre-emption Pre-emption occurs when an ,actor commits itself to a course 
of action that is crucially influenced by anticipation of what another actor 
intends to do. It has been widely applied to the area of kstrategc studies where 
it is envisaged that an actor might pre-empt an attack upon itself by striking a 
putative adversary first. In effect, therefore, pre-emption is a special case of a 
surprise attack. Writers like Richard Betts (1982, 1987) have argued that US 
policy-makers and defence planners were attracted to the l o p  of this strategy 
during the period of greatest ,Cold War tension and that in certain crisis 
situations - notably over Cuba - it would have been initiated. Betts argues that 
pre-emptive attack is easier to justify politically than ,preventive war but that 
the latter may be more viable militarily. 

Like all decision-making situations, pre-emption relies upon good Pintellig- 
ence about an enemy’s capabilities and a shrewd assessment of its intentions. 
Conversely Pmisperception of either or both can be damaging. Stalin’s desire 
not to provoke a pre-emptive strike from Germany in 1941 led the Soviet 
Union into a level of military unpreparedness which was most detrimental 
when the German preventative strike actually came. 



Realism Sonietiiiie\ called the ‘po\ver-plitics’ school of thought. politic.,il 
r c ~ l i s i i i  in one forin o r  .iriothei- h ~ \  doni1n.tttx1 both ‘ic-&iiiic thiiikiiij: on 
~ i ~ i t e ~ - i ~ ~ i t ~ o ~ i . l l  l-cI:itIotl\ d i i d  the coiiceptloll\ ~~j,pollcy-iil‘ikel-\ A I I ~  ,dlpIoni,its. 
Ct’rt3ilIly ’11111 C‘ t h ~ ~ I ~ ~ h K l \ . ~ ~ ~ l  L~OlltC‘lllphted tht’ SLlt lJCCt.  

Thc idc.i\ , w w a t e d  w d i  i t  c.111 be tr.iccd to the ancient (;1-cck\ J I I ~  ,Thtii)-d- 
ides‘ f j i> /o ry  i$ tlic ~ ~ [ , / , ) ~ j l ~ i i i i ~ . ~ ; ~ i i i  W ; r r  I \  \vldely i-cg:,irdctl .I\ the fii-\t ~ u \ t ~ i n c d  
.ittciiipt t o  cxp l~ i i i  the origin\ ofititerii,itioii‘il conflict 111 tcrim o f t h e  dymiiiics 
of  power p o l i t i c - \ .  M ~ c l i i ~ v e l l i  I I I  ’ I l w  1’riiic-c (I 5 I i j  .ind *l lobbcs i n  Izc,iitii/itiri 

( I  65 I )  A o  provided crucial conipoiieiit\ of this tr,idition, especi,illy i n  tlieir 
conceptions of intcre\t, prudence, and expediency as prime motiv,~tors i i i  the 
esrcnti.illy >m,trc.liic context ofintt~rnation.rl relation\. As ‘I theory, or  .I \et  ot‘ 
propo\itioiis .iboiit the individual, the ,state, . i d  the ,state-cystem. i t  i-c.iched 
the height of it \  .ippeal. cspecicilly in the Anglo-Amrncaii world, 111 the yea-\ 
after I 950 when it sippe,ired to explain the ’lessons’ of ,appe<iseiiient and the 
inception of the t C : o l d  War era. ‘Thereafter i t  w a s  challenged on cssenti,tlly 
niethodological ground\ by the tbehavioural or  tsocial science appro,iche\ but 
i t  reappeared 111 the I yXos in the guise of->neorealisiii. Among its most prominent 
early dhere i i t s  wert-: E. H. C k r ,  I<. Neibuhr, J .  Herz, H .  J .  Morgenthau, (;. 
Schwarzenbcrger, M.  Wight, N. Spykrnan arid C ; .  F.  Keiinan. llespite the basic 
we,ikne\s of sonic of their methodology, this group spalvned a g:eneratiori of 
dictinguised scholars who coiitiiiueci the ,power-oriciit,ited cipproach of their 
predecessors. Among these were: I<. Aron, H. Bull, H. Kissinger, R. E.  Ocgood, 
l<. Kocecraiice, K. W. Thompson, l<. W. Tuckt-r, K. N .  Waltz aiid Arnold 
Wolfers. T h e  restatement of its central concepts, albeit in highly deductive, 
systemic presentation (W‘iltz, 1979 and Keohane, IgXh) ,  testifies to its tviduring 
appeal both 011 the canipus and iti the chancekry .  Without  doubt. political 
realism i c  the m o \ t  siicces\iul aiid perhaps the niost compelling of the clci\sic,il 
tparadignic that s h q d  the development of- the discipliiie. 

T h e  trxiition focu\es on  the >nation-state as the principal ,.ictor 111 iiitt’r- 
nation‘il rel.itioiis and its central propmition is tfiat since the purpose ofst.itrcr:ift 
is r~i t ional  {urvival in a hostile eiivironment the xyuisition of power is the 
proper, rational ;end inevitable ,goal of ,foreign policy. ~In te r i i a t ion~i l  politice, 
i n c k d ,  dl politics, 1s thu\  defined <IS ‘‘1 struggle for poLvcr’. ‘Power’ i n  this 
sense is coriceptu&d as both .I nieaiis a i d  an end in itself, md .ilthough 
definitions .ire notoriously loose and slippery its general meariing is the ability 
to influence o r  cha ige  the hehaviour of other5 in J de\ired direction. or  
Jlternatively the .ibility t o  resist such influences one one’s own behdviour. 111  

this SCIISC .i a i tc’s  ability to act and  react i\ func-tion ofthe power i t  pocsesses. 
The idea of ,self-help IS L-eiitral as IS the notion of ,soverc~gnty, \vhich 
emphasizes the distinction between the doinectic and external realms. The 
addition of .in ‘\’ t o  the wurd ‘state’ cre,ite\ iiot j u s t  J plural, but iiivolve\ 
crossing ‘I conceptual bound:iry. States answer to iio higher Authority and 50 
must  look t o  theniselves to protect their intercstc and to ensure survivA. The 
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concentration on the level of the international political system rather than its 
component units has become part of the ‘neo-’ or ‘structural’ realist revival. 
While concentration on ,transnational relations and ,complex interdependence 
challenges key assumptions of political realism (especially that nation-states are 
the only important actors) the ideas associated with power and its distribution 
are still central to any sophisticated understanding of I R .  The nature ofpower 
may have changed, but not the uses to which it has traditionally been put. 
WNeorealism, neoliberalism 

Realpolitik A nineteenth-century German term referring to the adoption of 
policies oflimited objectives which had a reasonable chance ofsuccess. It gained 
popularity as a result of the disdlusionment felt in some quarters with the lack 
of ,realism in policies pursued by the liberals during the 1848-9 ,revolution. 
It has been most often used to describe Bismarck‘s policies and indicates a 
shrewd attention to detail, an inclination to moderation and a willingness to 
use ,force if necessary. It is often wrongly used as a synonym for ,power 
politics and in twentieth-century literature it carries negative connotations 
because of its association with non-negiotiable demands of the Third Reich. 

Rebus sic stuntibus Refers to a fundamental change of circumstance, normally 
used in relation to ,treaty law. If such a change is deemed to have occurred 
then aparty to an agreement may withdraw from or terminate it; ifcircumstances 
remain the same (rebus sicstantibus) then the treaty is bindmg (pacta runtsewanda).  
This doctrine has been subject to much criticism by international lawyers since 
it can operate as an escape clause and may be used to evade all sorts of treaty 
obligations. Modem practice is to severely limit its ,scope. The notion of 
‘fundamental change’ is a slippery one and Article 62 ofthe Vienna Convention 
has confined it to changes ‘not foreseen by the parties’ and changes which 
‘radically transform the extent of obligations’. Thus, for example, the election 
of a >communist government in Britain might be regarded as a ‘fundamental 
change of circumstances’ in relation to membership of N A T O ,  whereas the 
election of a Labour government would not, since the Labour Party was in 
ofice when the treaty was signed. 

Reciprocity Keohane (1986) defines reciprocity as ‘exchanges of roughly 
equivalent values in which the actions of each party are contingent upon the 
prior actions of the others in such a way that good is returned for good, and 
bad for bad’ (p. 8). Colloquially this is the principle of gwe-and-take or ‘quid 
pro quo’ (something for something). Three points should be noted about the 
Keohane definition: the importance of equivalence, the idea of contingency 
and the fact that ‘reciprocity’ subsumes both good or bad behaviour being 
reciprocated. Equivalence is inherent in the idea of reciprocity, but is broadly 
defined as approximate rather than exact. Keohane distinguishes ‘specific’ reci- 
procity where an equivalent outcome is expected for both/allparties from ‘diffuse’ 
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The main institutional innovation to emerge from the Uruguay Round was 
the establishment ofa ,world trade organization (WT 0). Technically a ,treaty 
has been replaced by an ,IGO with this move. The evident growth of 
economic ,regionalism in the system in the 1990s enhances the felt need for a 
more powerful means to supervise the trade agreements reached under the 
,GATT aegis over many years. 

uti possidetis A politico-legal principle associated with rights of tsovereignty 
and in particular territorial claims made by successor states to former imperial 
possessions. Originally a Latin American concept used to define and delimit 
the boundaries of the old Spanish empire, it was explicitly adopted by the 
Organization ofAfrican Unity ( O A U )  at its second summit in Cairo in 1964. 
Essentially, it reaffirmed African colonial boundaries established at the Berlin 
Conference of 188s and all member states pledged to respect the ‘intangibility 
of frontiers inherited from colonisation.’ This has subsequently become an 
important principle of African politics and ‘uti possidetis’ has been used to 
counter secessionist arguments throughout the continent. In particular, the 
acceptance of colonial boundaries by the newly independent states meant that 
Kwame Nkrumah‘s proposal for a ‘United States of Afnca’ which would 
transcend the colonial legacy was defeated. Thereafter, the Pan-African ideal 
has expressed itself in terms of ‘solidarity and cooperation’ between states rather 
than in terms of political integration. Since 1964 Africa’s boundaries have 
remained more or  less stable despite disintegrative movements especially in the 
former Belgian Congo, Nigeria and Sudan. Two  notable successful challenges 
to the principle of ‘uti possidetis’ were the creation of Eritrea in 1991 and the 
transfer ofthe port and harbour ofWalvis Bay from South African to Namibian 
sovereignty in 1994. Despite this apparent boundary stability, the fraglity of 
many African states as well as their cross-cutting ethnic loyalties indicates 
that this principle may not prove immutable in a post-,Cold War period 
characterized by increasing intra-state conflict. It may well prove to be the 
case, as Basil Davidson suggests, that the attempt to create a European-style 
states-system in Africa is the final curse left behind by the imperial powers. 

Utopianism Refers to a tradition ofthought in >international relations which 
argues that perpetual tpeace, equality and the full satisfaction of wants is both 
desirable and possible in world politics. The term was popularized by Carr 
(1939). whose book itself was a devastating critique of this mode of thinking. 
Carr used the term in two distinct but related senses. 

I Utopianism is the first or ‘primitive stage in the development of a science 
of ,international politics where the ‘the element of wish or purpose is 
overwhelmingly strong’. This was the case, he believed, in the period 
immediately following the First World War when the inclination to analyse 
facts was weak or non-existent and when visionary projects (e.g. ,world 






